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Judgment of the ECJ in the Talotta case, C-383/05
Belgian minimum tax bases only applying to non-resident taxpayers contrary to 
the freedom of establishment.

On 22 March, the ECJ ruled out that Article 43 EC precludes legislation of a Member 
State, such as the rule resulting from article 342 (2) of the Belgian Income Tax Code, 
which lays down minimum tax bases only for non-resident taxpayers.

Mr Talotta is resident of Luxembourg and runs a restaurant in Belgian in his capacity 
as a natural person. Since Mr Talotta is not resident in Belgium, he is a taxable 
person in Belgium solely in respect of income earned in Belgium. Mr Talotta was late 
in submitting his tax return for a tax year. Consequently, the Belgian tax authorities 
applied to him article 342 (2) of the Belgian Income tax Code allowing them, in the 
absence of a tax return, to tax foreign businesses operating in Belgium on the basis of 
the turnover and the size of the workforce (with a minimum for the hospitality sector of 
400.000 Belgian franc). Such minimum bases do not apply for Belgian residents.

On 7 October 2005, the Belgian Supreme Court referred a preliminary ruling to the 
ECJ to clarify whether Article 43 EC (freedom of establishment) is prohibiting a 
provision of national law whereby minimum tax bases are applied only in the case of 
non-residents.

According to the ECJ, it must be held that the national legislation at issue treats 
taxpayers differently according to whether or not they are resident in Belgium. It 
cannot be accepted that the member State of establishment may apply minimum tax 
bases solely to non-resident taxpayers merely by reason of the fact that their 
residence is situated in another Member State, without depriving Article 43 EC of the 
Treaty of all meaning.

The Belgian government considered that such discrimination was justified by the need 
to ensure the effectiveness of fiscal supervision and that it was consistent with the 
principle of proportionality. More precisely, difficulties of a practical nature were 
invoked in this respect by the Belgian Government 

The ECJ did not accept this justification since, on one hand, these difficulties exist in 
the same way for resident taxpayers and, on the other hand, it is open to Belgium, on 
the basis of Directive 77/799, to enter into an exchange of information with other 
Member States. 
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